
Modeling Methodology for ElastomerDynamics �H.T. BanksNancy LybeckCenter for Research in Scienti�c ComputationNorth Carolina State UniversityRaleigh, NC 27695-8205September 30, 1996Abstract: As engineering applications of elastomers increase in com-plexity, knowledge of the behavior of these materials, and the ability topredict these behaviors, becomes increasingly valuable. Elastomers exhibita complex variety of mechanical properties, including nonlinear constitutivelaws, strong damping and hysteresis (loss of kinetic and potential energy,respectively), and the dependence of strain on its history. Most currentmodels for rubber-like materials assume a form of the strain energy func-tion (SEF), such as a cubic Mooney-Rivlin form or an Ogden form. Whilethese methods can produce good results, they are only applicable to staticbehavior, and they ignore hysteresis and damping. We discuss a dynamicpartial di�erential equation (PDE) formulation based on large deformationtheory elasticity as an alternative approach to the SEF formulation. Mod-els using the PDE formulation are presented for both simple extension andgeneralized simple shear.1 IntroductionIn recent years the use of rubber in engineering applications has expandedwell beyond traditional products such as tires and belts. Today rubber(and, more generally, elastomers) is employed in a diverse set of applicationsincluding sealing, vibration damping, and load bearing (see [5, 9]). The ap-plications of rubber are becoming increasingly sophisticated, as exempli�edby the use of rubber and rubber{like polymers in building supports whichprotect the structure during an earthquake (see [7]).�Invited lecture, 1996 Conference on Math Theory of Network and Systems (MTNS),June 24{28, St. Louis, Missouri 1



Traditionally, elastomers are �lled with carbon black or silica particles,inactive substances chosen to change the physical properties of the materialto match the needs of the given application. A controllable elastomer,resulting from the addition of active �llers such as conductive, magnetic, orpiezoelectric particles, could be used in products such as active vibrationsuppression devices. As these new composite materials are developed, theapplications of rubber will become more complex, and design will playan even more prominent role in the development of components. As aconsequence, the capability to predict the dynamic mechanical responseof the components undergoing a variety of deformations will become mostimportant.Many complications arise in the process of formulating models for elas-tomers, some of which can be attributed to the desirable characteristicsof rubber as a design component, including the ability to undergo largeelastic deformations, good damping properties, and near incompressibility.For example, rubber components often undergo large deformations, hencein�nitesimal based strain theory is not appropriate. Damping is highly sig-ni�cant, and the nonlinear constitutive laws cannot be modeled by Hooke'slaw. The mechanical response is a�ected in a nontrivial manner by environ-mental temperature, amount and type of �ller, rate of loading, and strainhistory. Moreover, many elastomers, especially those with a synthetic rub-ber base, exhibit strong hysteresis characteristics similar to those found inshape memory alloys and piezoceramic materials.Researchers have made substantial progress in developing elastomermodels (see [6, 13, 15] for basic texts), the majority of which are phe-nomenological, based on �nite strain (FS) and strain energy function (SEF)theories. SEF theories are typically used for static �nite element analysis(see [4]), as the strain energy functions contain informationabout the elasticproperties of elastomers, but do not describe either damping or hysteresis.The SEF material models are based on the principal extension ratios �i (amisnomer widely found in the literature { \principal stretches" is a moreappropriate terminology) which represent the deformed length of unit vec-tors parallel to the principal axes (the axes of zero shear stress). Rivlinproposed ([12]) that the SEF should depend only on the strain invariantsI1 = �21 + �22 + �23; I2 = �22�23 + �21�23 + �21�22 and I3 = �21�22�23. ManySEF models are founded on this assumption, including the Mooney SEFU = C1(I1 � 3) + C2(I2 � 3), or more generally, the modi�ed expressionU = C1(I1�3)+f(I2�3), where f has certain qualitative properties. Thisclass of models is most appropriate for components where the rubber is nottightly con�ned and where the assumption of absolute incompressibility(implying �1�2�3 = 1 or I3 = 1) is a reasonable approximation. The moregeneral Rivlin SEF U =PNi+j�1 Cij(I1�3)i(I2�3)j and its generalizationfor near incompressibility (see [4]) permit higher order dependence of the2



SEF on the invariants. An important departure form Rivlin's proposal isfound in the work of Ogden, as well as that of Valanis and Landel, wherethe models use strain energy functions that depend only on the extensionratios [10, 14].The �nite strain elastic theory of Rivlin [12, 15] is developed with ageneralized Hooke's law in an analogy to in�nitesimal strain elasticity butmakes no \small deformation" assumption and includes higher order exactterms in its formulation. In addition, �nite stresses are de�ned relativeto the deformed body and hence are the \true stresses" as contrasted tothe \nominal" or \engineering" stresses (relative to the undeformed body)one encounters in the usual in�nitesimal linear elasticity employed withmetals. This Eulerian measure of strain (relative to a coordinate systemconvected with the deformations) - as opposed to the usual Lagrangianmeasure (relative to a �xed coordinate system for the undeformed body)- is an important feature of any development of models for use in analyt-ical/computation/experimental investigations of rubber-like material bod-ies. The �nite strain elasticity of Rivlin can be directly related to thestrain energy function formulations through equations relating the �nitestrains ~ex1x1 ; ~ex2x2 ; ~ex3x3 to the extension ratios �1; �2; �3 used in the SEF.However, the �nite strain approach can be formulated in a somewhat moregeneral framework in the context of classical modeling of elastic solids anduids. Unfortunately, elastomers and �lled rubbers are not exactly in eithercategory. In the next section, we present a general procedure for developingmodels using large deformation elasticity theory. This will be followed byexamples on simple extension and generalized simple shear illustrating theuse of this methodology in developing models.2 Modeling in large deformation elasticityIn this section we outline approaches to modeling the dynamics of elas-tic bodies where large deformations are of primary interest. Rather de-tailed discussions can be found in the texts by Ogden [11] and Marsden-Hughes [8]. For our discussions we consider the body, depicted in Figure 1,with reference con�guration 
0 in the �xed principal ~X coordinate system.Translations, rotations, and deformations are all possible results of appliedbody forces. Our primary interest is in deformations of this body. Let
 be the current con�guration of the (deformed) body in the principal ~xcoordinate system, as depicted in Figure 2.The Lagrangian or �xed coordinate system, ~X , is appropriate for smalldisplacements from which the body fully recovers. The Eulerian or movingcoordinate system, ~x, is appropriate for large deformations from which thebody does not fully recover. Elastomers typically undergo large deforma-tions from which they fully (or almost fully) recover. Since it is not always3



clear which coordinate system is best to use in elastomers, the ability totranslate quantities between the Lagrangian coordinate system and thosequantities in the Eulerian coordinate system is highly desirable, indeed es-sential.Using a summation convention, one can write ~x = xi~ei and ~X = Xi ~Ei,where ~ei and ~Ei are unit vectors parallel to the xi andXi axes, respectively.The Xi are called \referential," or Lagrangian coordinates while the xi arecalled \current" or Eulerian coordinates of a point. We may de�ne a \con-�guration," or \position," map ~x = �( ~X). A \motion" or \trajectory" fora particle initially at ~X is given by ~x(t) = �(t; ~X). The con�guration mapis sometimes also called the \deformation map," but this is a misnomer, asthe map does not give the deformationu(t; ~X) = �(t; ~X) � �(0; ~X)= �(t; ~X) � ~X ;as usually de�ned in elasticity (where the deformation is zero for an un-deformed body). The Lagrangian description of a physical phenomenonassociated with a deformation of a body involves vector and scalar �eldsde�ned over the reference con�guration 
0 while the Eulerian descriptioninvolves quantities de�ned over 
.In studying deformations, it is desirable to transform physical quantitiesde�ned over a region in the Lagrangian coordinate system to quantities overa region in the Eulerian coordinate system (and conversely). To this endwe consider the \con�guration gradient"A = � @xi@Xj� = @~x@ ~X = @�( ~X)@ ~Xwhich is the nonsingular, nonsymmetric gradient of the \con�guration"map. Here dxi = @xi@Xj dXj , so d~x = Ad ~X and A is literally the \change
X

Ω0Figure 1: Reference con�guration4
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ΩFigure 2: Deformed or current con�gurationof con�guration" gradient. Let J = detA, B = (A�1)T . Then a standardelementary calculus result yieldsZ
 d! = Z
0 Jd!0since volume elements in the Eulerian system are related to volume ele-ments in the Lagrangian system via d! = Jd!0. For a volume-preserving(isochoric) material (a common approximation used in rubber based elas-tomers), J = 1.If the usual deformation u( ~X) = �( ~X)� ~X is considered, then @u@ ~X = A�I is the actual deformation gradient. The matrixA is sometimes termed the\deformation gradient," but this is misleading since our undeformed bodythus has the identity as its \deformation gradient" if this terminology isadopted. The right Cauchy-Green tensor, de�ned by ATA = � @~x@ ~X�T @~x@ ~X =�Pk @xk@Xi @xk@Xj �, and the left Cauchy-Green tensor, AAT = �Pk @xi@Xk @xj@Xk�,are both symmetric, and play a fundamental role in strain analysis.Given the above formulations there are several distinct ways to de�nea strain tensor. To begin with, we consider the change in squared lengthsfrom the reference con�guration to the current con�gurationjd~xj2 � jd ~Xj2 = d ~X � (ATA� I)d ~X ;and ATA � I is a measure of the strain (sometimes called the Lagrangianor Green strain). Thus, the body is unstrained if and only if ATA = I.One could then de�ne the strain tensorE � 12(ATA � I) ;so that (using a summation convention)E�� = 12(Ai�Ai� � ���)5



= 12 � @xi@X� @xi@X� � ���� :In elasticity one usually �nds more terms in the strain tensor since it mostoften is de�ned in terms of the deformations instead of con�gurations. Ifone considers u( ~X) = �( ~X) � ~X, then the true \deformation gradient" isgiven by D � @u@ ~X = A � I;and hence ATA � I = DTD +D +DT :Substituting into the de�nition of strain, we �nd thatE�� = 12 � @ui@X� @ui@X� + @u�@X� + @u�@X�� :This is the usual Green strain found in most elasticity books.The above de�nitions and formulations involve static concepts. We areinterested in dynamics of deformable bodies where the motion is describedby ~x(t) = �(t; ~X) with ~x(0) = ~X . The Lagrangian velocity is given by~V (t; ~X) = @~x@t (t; ~X) = @�@t (t; ~X) ;while the Eulerian velocity is de�ned by~v(t; ~x) = ~V (t; ��1(~x)) :The material time derivative is given by @@t�� ~X = @@t��~x+~v @@~x , so that for anyfunction  (t; ~x(t)) , ddt (t; ~x(t)) = @ @~x @~x@t + @ @t= grad � ~v + @ @tBalance laws may be formulated in either the Lagrangian or Euleriansystem. The linear momentum is de�ned byZ
 �(t; ~x)~v(t; ~x)d! (Eulerian form of momentum)or Z
0 �0(t; ~X)~v(t; �(t; ~X))d!0 (Lagrangian form of momentum)6



and the balance of linear momentum(one of Euler's laws of motion) is given(in the current con�guration) byddt Z
 �(t; ~x)~v(t; ~x)d! � Z
 �(t; ~x)~_v(t; ~x)d!= Z
 �(t; ~x)~f (t; ~x)d! + Z@
~t(@
; ~x)da ;where ~f is the body-force density due to the applied force and ~t is thecontact-force density (i.e., the contact stress or traction).Cauchy's theorem yields that a stress vector ~t at the point x on @
,which depends on the (unit) normal n̂ to the surface at ~x, is related to the(symmetric) Cauchy or true stress tensor T(~x) by~t(n̂; ~x) = T(~x)n̂ : (1)Using this notation, we may rewrite the linear momentum asZ
 �(t; ~x)~f (t; ~x)d! + Z@
T(t; ~x)n̂da = Z
 �~_vd! :Applying the divergence theorem to the surface integral we obtainZ@
T(t; ~x)n̂da = Z
 divTTd! ;where div means divergence with respect to the Eulerian or current coor-dinate system. Hence0 = Z
 ��(t; ~x)~f(t; ~x) + divTT � �~_v� d! ;which leads to Cauchy's �rst law of motion�~_v = �~f + divTT :This is usually coupled to TT = T, and the equation of continuity: _� +�div~v = 0 (conservation of mass). These are called the Eulerian �eld equa-tions or the Eulerian equations of motion.To write these equations of motion in the Lagrangian or reference coor-dinate systems, we must make a change of variables and the con�gurationgradient becomes important. Recall B = (A�1)T , J = detA. The resultantcontact force on the boundary @
 of the current con�guration 
 may berewritten as Z@
TN̂da = Z@
0 JT ~BN̂da0 ;7



where N̂ is the unit outward normal to the boundary @
0. We then de�neST = JT ~B = JT(A�1)T ; (2)where ST is the First Piola{Kirchho� stress tensor (it is not symmetric).Then S = JBTT = JA�1T is the nominal (engineering) stress tensor.Physically, the First Piola{Kirchho� stress tensor can be used to repre-sent the loading in the reference con�guration:d~l = Tda= STda0 :Using these notions the linear momentum balance equation may berewritten in terms of integrals over 
0 and @
0 (i.e., with respect to thereference or Lagrangian con�guration)Z
0 �0(t; ~X)~f0(t; ~X)d!0 + Z@
0 ST (t; ~X)N̂da0 = Z
0 �0(t; ~X)��(t; ~X)d!0 :Thus we have the Lagrangian equation of motionDivS+ �0 ~f0 = �0 �� = �0�u (3)where Div means divergence with respect to the reference coordinate sys-tem. We note that �x = �u but x 6= u! Moreover, conservation of massimplies detA = �0� .The concepts summarized above can be readily related to the usual SEFformulations in terms of principal stretches or \extension ratios." To dothis, let ~M be a unit vector along d ~X and let ~m be a unit vector along d~x.Then ~mjd~xj = A ~M jd ~Xj and jd~xj2 = ~M � ATA ~M jd ~Xj2. The ratio of thedeformed length to the original length of these vectors is given byjd~xjjd ~Xj = jA ~M j = f ~M �ATA ~Mg(1=2) � �( ~M ) ;and is called the stretch in the direction ~M at ~X . In the literature the �'sare often, in a misnomer, referred to as extension ratios. However, �( ~M )�1are the true extension ratios involving the ratio of the extension jd~xj�jd ~Xjto the original length jd ~Xj. If ~M is a principal direction for ATA, then�2( ~M ) is an eigenvalue for the symmetric matrix ATA and �( ~M ) is calleda principal stretch.For a body undergoing homogeneous pure strain in the principal axissystem we have that the principal stretches are eigenvalues of A and (nosummation) xi = �iXi�i = @xi@Xi = @ui@Xi + 1 :8



3 ExamplesIn this section we present examples to illustrate use of the methodologiespresented in Section 2 to formulate models of simple extension and gener-alized simple shear. In each case we will begin by formulating the modelfor a neo{Hookean material (SEF U = C(I1 � 3)). In the simple extensionexample we will extend this to describe more general materials.3.1 Simple ExtensionWe consider a rod under uniform extension with lateral contraction wherewe may begin with a choice of the SEF or with Rivlin's �nite strain for-mulation, and use this along with the above deformation theory to derivedynamic models. We use a simple example to illustrate this: an isotropic,isochoric rubber{like rod, with a tip mass, with a �nite applied stress in thedirection of the principal axis x1 = x, as depicted in Figure 3. (Here, follow-ing standard convention, we use lower case letters to denote the Lagrangiancoordinates.)For incompressible neo{Hookean materials (SEF U = �(I1 � 3)) theCauchy (true) stress tensor is given byT = 24 ��21 � p 00 ��22 � p 00 0 ��23 � p 35 ;where p is an arbitrary hydrostatic stress (necessary due to the incompress-ibility assumption). The con�guration gradient A is given byA = 24 �1 00 �2 00 0 �3 35 ;and thus the engineering stress tensorS = 24 ��1 � p�1 00 ��2 � p�2 00 0 ��3 � p�3 35 :It is useful to note that, for any homogeneous pure strain deformation, therelationship between the principal stretches and the normal components of�nite strain is given by�2i = 1 + 2~exixi = �1 + @ui@xi�2 :9
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Figure 3: Rod with tip mass under tensionThus the incompressibility condition J = 1 reduces to ��1=21 = �2 = �3 or�1 + @u1@x1�� 12 = �1 + @u2@x2� = �1 + @u3@x3� : (4)In order to solve the full three dimensional problem, one would solve thethree partial di�erential equations (with four unknowns u1; u2; u3; and p)which arise from substituting S into the Lagrangian equation of motion (3)subject to the constraint (4).An easier approach is to reduce the problem to a one dimensional motionby considering the deformation along the axis of the rod (which is also oneof the principal axes for the deformation). Once the motion u = u1(t; x1)along the axis of the rod has been calculated, the other motions u2 andu3 can be calculated using (4). Along the x1 axis there is no deformationin the other directions in the one-dimensional formulation (i.e., u2(t) = 0,u3(t) = 0) and this yields the same equation as arising from setting T22 =T33 = 0 (which implies that p = ��1 ). Thus the the stress tensors T, S of(1), (2) reduce to one nontrivial componentT = T11 = E3 (�21 � 1�1 ) ;and S = S11 = T�1 = E3 (�1 � 1�21 ) :Here E = 3� is a generalized modulus of elasticity and we note theseformulations are restricted to �1 > 0.This can be used in the Lagrange formulation for longitudinal vibrationsof a rubber rod with a tip mass to obtain�Ac @2u@t2 +  @u@t � @SR@x = 0 0 < x < l (5)M @2u@t2 (t; l) = �SR��x=l + F (t) +Mg ;10



where the mass density � = �o since the body is isochoric, F (t) is theapplied external force, Ac is the cross sectional area, M is the tip mass, gis the gravitational constant,  is the air damping coe�cient, and SR, theinternal (engineering) stress resultant, is given bySR = AcE3 (�1 � 1�21 ) +CDAc @�1@t= AcE3 ~g�@u@x�+ AcCD @2u@t@xwith ~g(�) = 1+��(1+�)�2. Here we have included a Kelvin-Voigt dampingterm (CD is the Kelvin-Voigt damping coe�cient) in the stress resultant SRas a �rst approximation to internal damping. This leads to the nonlinearpartial di�erential equation IBVP�Ac @2u@t2 +  @u@t � @@x �EAc3 ~g�@u@x�+ AcCD @2u@t@x� = 0; (6)0 < x < lM @2u@t2 (t; l) = ��AcE3 ~g�@u@x�+CDAc @2u@t@x� ����x=l + F (t) +Mgu(t; 0) = 0; u(0; x) = �(x); _u(0; x) = 0for dynamic longitudinal displacements of a neo-Hookean material rod inextension. In the case of small displacements, this does reduce to the usuallongitudinal deformation equation for Hookean materials, which can becon�rmed by considering the series expansion ~g(�) = 3� � 3�2 + 4�3 � : : :.This model can also be used with a more general ~g to encompass otherconstitutive laws (which may arise from a di�erent SEF or from estimationsmade using experimental results). Identi�cation results using experimentaldata with more general nonlinear constitutive laws can be found for staticproblems in [2] and for dynamic problems in [3]. An abstract well{posednesstheoretical framework that includes systems such as (6) as well as the simpleshear example of the next section is presented in [1].3.2 Generalized Simple ShearWe consider a body in generalized simple shear as depicted in Figure 4. Truesimple shear (which is characterized by a constant angle ) is rarely achievedin laboratory situations, since for most bodies the angle  depends on y.A generalization of simple shear for a neo{Hookean material provides anenlightening example when represented in terms of our continuum model.As in the simple extension example above, we use x, y, and z for theLagrangian coordinates. 11
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γ (y)Figure 4: Simple Shear Con�gurationFor an incompressible, isotropic neo{Hookean material undergoing sim-ple shear one �nds [11] the Cauchy stress tensorT = 24 �2 + � � p � 0� � � p 00 0 �� p 35 ;where � is a material-dependent constant, p is an arbitrary hydrostaticstress (as in simple extension, p is necessary due to assumed incompress-ibility). Recall that, in general, the deformation u(~x) = �( ~X) � ~X; and(with Lagrangian coordinates x, y, z, )A = �@�@~x�= �@u@~x�+ I= 264 1 + @u@x @u@y @u@z@v@x 1 + @v@y @v@z@w@x @w@y 1 + @w@z 375 :For simple shear A = 24 1  00 1 00 0 1 35and hence  = @u@y . The engineering stress tensor is then given byS = 24 �� p p 0� �� p 00 0 �� p 35 :The Lagrangian equations of motion (3) reduce to the linear wave equa-tion �@2u@t2 = �@2u@y2 ; 0 < y < h (7)12



with boundary conditionsu(t; 0) = 0 ; �@u@y (t; h) = F (t)and initial conditions u(0; y) = 0 ; _u(0; y) = 0 :This interesting result (a linear wave equation for a neo{Hookean material)is consistent with the fact that the neo{Hookean SEF (U = C1(I1 � 3))is based upon a Hookean assumption in shear (see [13], [15]). The simpleshear model as presented in (7) can be generalized to a nonlinear equationby including damping terms and assuming that the Cauchy stress tensorincludes appropriate terms such as T12 = ��g() for some nonlinear function�g. For a neo{Hookean material in simple shear, the dynamics are simplelinear shear waves moving up and down the thickness of the sample. Fittingneo{Hookean models to the data is equivalent to �tting Hookean models{ the material will be characterized by only one parameter � which is es-sentially a linear modulus of elasticity. (This will be true whether one usesa SEF approach or a dynamic approach.) If one wants to understand anyof the nonlinear material properties, one should not expect to achieve thiswith simple shear tests using neo{Hookean material constitutive laws, or,indeed, any constitutive laws arising from a SEF of the Mooney form.It is also interesting to note that, for simple shear, the principal stretchratios satisfy �2 = 1�1 and �3 = 1. Thus I1 = �21 + �22 + �23 = �21 + ��21 + 1and I2 = �21�22+�22�23+�21�23 = 1+��21 +�21. Hence under simple shear therelationship I1 = I2 holds. Thus simple shear is not an appropriate test foridentifying coe�cients for Rivlin type SEFs.4 SummaryIn this note we have presented one approach to the modeling of dynamicbehavior of composite elastomer structures. Such structures typically in-volve concepts familiar to both elasticity and uid mechanics, although elas-tomers do not behave like either classical elastic structures or viscous uids.We present a methodology for model development which is based on clas-sical large deformation formulations for deformable bodies. This method-ology permits the combining of computationally tractable Lagrangian de-scriptions of the motion with Euler variables, such as \true stress," whicharise naturally in large deformations.To illustrate the use of this methodology we have discussed two simplebut very practical examples { simple uniform extension and generalized13
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